
Require USB cable only – No exclusive reader required
Compact body – Useful for getting a sample of shock of various 
objects and places
Conform RTCA/DO-160D standard – Available for airplanes

Possible to identify the exact time of drop or collision

Shock data loggerTemperature and Humidity data logger



Sampling data can be  printed  in report format.  The data can be also stored 
in CSV format so that  it can generate an original report.

Automatic data reading is available just by connecting the logger and  PC 
with USB cable. Maximum value, minimum value, average value other 
than transitive value can be displayed on the screen.

Data collecting software is 
attached with the logger as 
standard accessory. Just 
installing it in the computer to 
start working immediately.

Accessory software
Sampling Date Tempe Humi

Software Data graph display and report generation software is attached as standard accessory

Report of recording certificate Graph display screen

Abnormal data is displayed in red by  
setting lower value or  upper value of 
temperature, Humidity and Shock  in 
condition setting screen.
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Battery life depends on usage. Please use this information jist for a reference.
WATCHLOGGER (Watch logger) is are registered trade mark of Fujita Electric Works, Ltd
Operational environment, OS:Windows/XP/Vista/7, CPU: Pentium 200Mhz or more, CD-ROM drive and USB port.
Specifications in the catalogue are subject to change for improvement without prior notice
There may be some color differences between actual product and catalogue due to finish of the printing.

Specification Easily visualize consistent temperature variation, Shock generation during transportation and storage.
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